DOC Schlitz Fund Application -- General Information:

Please review the Schlitz Guidelines Below below BEFORE completing the application at the bottom of this document.

GUIDELINES:

The Wolfgang Schlitz Adventure Fund exists to encourage all members of the Dartmouth Outing Club, regardless of prior involvement, to plan and go on outdoor adventures which the DOC Directorate finds to be in the spirit of the Club. Funding is contingent on future involvement in the Club and awardees are expected to give back to the Club in a substantial way upon their return.

The Fund is not intended to cover all expenses of a trip but instead to reduce costs enough to make the experience attainable. Students may apply any number of times, however, the number of times an individual has previously received Schlitz funding will be taken into account. A group of students may apply together as long as costs are delineated per individual. Priority will be given to undergraduate DOC members, but all students are eligible to apply.

Applications should be submitted to the DOC Directorate before the fourth meeting of the term. Applications will be reviewed by Directorate and applicants must be present at the Directorate meeting to discuss their proposal and answer questions. Applications recommended for funding will be reviewed by the Outdoor Programs Office with input from the Risk Management Advisory Committee for final approval.

Your proposal for expedition funding must follow the application guidelines below before submitting it to DOC Directorate.

AFTER YOUR PROPOSAL HAS BEEN APPROVED for funding by Directorate you must submit the DOC Expedition Funding Form. At this time you should contact Dicks House for a travel consult if your trip is traveling internationally.

ADVENTURE FUND PROPOSAL/APPLICATION GUIDELINES: You must use these guidelines to write your proposal to apply for this fund.
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